COLORband Hex 9
IRC
The CHAUVET DJ COLORband Hex 9 IRC is a full-size color LED
strip light that functions as a chase effect, blinder or wall
wash fixture. Its 6-in-1 technology (RGBAW+UV) allows you to
generate a broad spectrum of colors and achieve naturallooking color temperatures. The COLORband Hex 9 IRC has 3
zones of control to create amazing chase effects. Convenient
pre-built programs can be accessed with or without DMX but
multiple DMX personalities are available for a wide variety of
programming styles. The COLORband Hex 9 IRC has no
moving parts and its silent operation is ideal for quiet
environments. Automated programs and operation of static
colors can be wirelessly controlled with the optional IRC-6
remote and sound activated programs allow the COLORband
Hex 9 IRC to dance to the beat of the music. Multiple units
can be linked together with the CBB-6 and the fixture travels
safely in the optional CHS-60 VIP Gear Bag.
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Highlights
Full-size hex-color LED strip light functions as chase effect, blinder or wall washer
Generate a broad spectrum of colors and achieve natural-looking color temperatures
with 6-in-1 LED technology
3 zones of control create amazing chase effects
Convenient access to multiple pre-built programs with or without DMX
Includes multiple DMX personalities for a wide variety of programming styles
Includes multiple DMX personalities for a wide variety of programming styles
Ideal for quiet applications due to silent operation and no moving parts

Mount multiple units using the
CBB-6 Brackets

Sound-activated programs dance to the beat of the music
Easily transports in the optional CHS-60 VIP Gear Bag
Works with the CBB-6 to attach multiple units together
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Specifications
DMX Channels: 6, 9, 11, 18 or 23
DMX Connectors: 3-pin XLR
Light Source: 9 LEDs (hex-color RGBAW+UV) 10 W (2.4 A), 50,000 hours life expectancy
Strobe Rate: 0 to 20 Hz
Beam Angle: 21
Field Angle: 33°
Illuminance: 2,476 lux @ 2 m
Power Linking: 7 units @ 120 V; 13 units @ 230 V
Input Voltage: 100 to 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz (auto-ranging)
Power and Current: 74 W, 1.1 A @ 120 V, 60 Hz
73 W, 0.6 A @ 230 V, 50 Hz
Weight: 10.8 lb (5 kg)
Size: 41.3 x 3.2 x 6.9 in (1,049 x 82 x 176 mm)
Approvals: CE
Optional Controllers: IRC-6
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